
READY"'Go: Le sport en prison en tant que support à l'acquisition de compétences transversales pour aider les personnes
détenues à mieux préparer leur réintégration dans la société (sport in prison to support the acquisition of informal skills to
help inmates to better prepare their reintegration into society). Erasmus+ mandate: version 2016

MnNoatn/
I, the undersigned,

Sandra Gaut Vice director of prison Zweibrûcen (Justizvollzugsanstalt Zweibrticken)
representing,

Ju stizvollzu gsa nst alt Zw eibrûcken
Behôrde des Landes Rheinland-pfalz
Authority of the federal state Rhinerand-palatinate/Germanv
Johann-Schwebel-StraBe 3 3
66482 Zweibrùcken

hereinafter referred to as "the partner organisation,, or ,,my organisation,,,
for the purposes of participating in the project nÉauy...CO under the Erasmus*
programme (hereinafter referred to as "the project")

hereby: 
,

1. Mandate
Euro-Compétences et Initiatives pour le Développement de I'Entrepreneuriat Solidaire
(Euro-CIDES)

Association

srREN 433540549

67 voie privée du vieux chêne - 33125 LETTJZAN - FRANCE

represented by CHARRIER Elie, President and legal representative of the coordinator,
(hereinafter referred to as "the coordinator,,)

To submit in my name and on behalf of my organisation the project application for funding
within the Erasmus+ programme to Agence ERASMUS+ in FRANCÈ, hereinafter referred
to as "the National Agency".

In case the project is granted by the National Agency, to sign in my narne and on behalf of my
organisation the grant agreement and its possible zubsequ-ent amendments with the National
Agency.

2' Mandate the coordinator to act on behalf of my organisation in compliance with the grant
agreement.

I hereby confirm that I accept all terms and conditions of the grant agreement and, in
particular, all provisions affecting the coordinator and the other benéfrLciaries. In partioular, I
acknowledge that, by virtue of this mandate, the coordinator alone is entitled to receive funds
from the National Agency and distribute the amounts corresponding to my organisation,s
participation in the project.

- one original version ofthis Annex to be included for each partner organisation except for the coordinator.
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I certify that the information related to my organisation contained in this'application is correct
and that my organisation has not received/applied for any other EU funding to carry out the
activity which is the subject of this project application.

I hereby accept that my organisation will do everything in its power to help the coordinator
fulfil its obligations under the grant agreement, and in particular, to provide to the
coordinator, on its request,, documents or information may be required in relation to the grant
agreement.

I hereby declare that the organisation I represent is not in any of the situations of exclusion set
out in the project application and that it has the operational and financial capacity to complete
the proposed action or work programme as set out in the project application.

I hereby declare to agree on behalf of my organisation that the provisions of the grant
agreement shall take precedence over any other agreement between my organisation and the
coordinator that may have an effect on the implementation of the grant agreement, including
this mandate.

This mandate shall be annexed to the project application and shall form an integral part of the
grant agreement in case the project is. selected for funding.

Christoph Rohr,

Head of a department for female and male
respons ible 
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CHARRIER Elie, President, as legal representative of the coordinator,
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Euro-Compétences et Initiatives pour le Développement de I'Ent
(Euro-CIDBS)

67 voie privée du Vieux

Tél+3355665351

euriat Solidaire

- 33125 Le Tuzan (FRl
- Fax +33 5 67 69 95 3t
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Done atLE TUZAN. March 19,2016

Cel +33 6
ides.eu


